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Abstract

Regularly sized Ni nanoclusters (NCs) have been grown on a graphene Moiré on Rh(111). Using

scanning tunneling microscopy, we determine that initial growth of Ni at 150 K leads to prefer-

ential nucleation of monodispersed NCs at specific sites of the Moiré superstructure. However, a

defined long-range ordering of NCs with increasing coverage is not observed. Room temperature

Ni deposition leads to the formation of flat triangular-shaped islands which are well-matched to

the Moiré registry.
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The development of advanced routes to fabricate highly-ordered monodispersed metallic

nanostructures is one of the key challenges in modern nanotechnology. Transition metal

nanoclusters (NCs) have become of special scientific interest and technological importance

since they exhibit unique electronic structure, size-dependent catalytic activity and selec-

tivity as well as magnetic properties that are distinctly di!erent from the bulk [1]. One of

the promising ways to produce arrays of homogeneously distributed monodispersed NCs is

to use a bottom-up approach where self-organization growth phenomena on template sub-

strates are used. So far, regular arrays of NCs were successfully assembled using surfaces

such as alumina double layers on Ni3Al [2, 3], vicinal Au(111) surfaces [4, 5], reconstructed

surfaces [6, 7] or h-BN nanomesh [8, 9]. Recently, graphene Moiré on close-packed metal

surfaces like Pt(111) [10], Rh(111) [11], Ru(0001) [12, 13], and Ir(111) [14, 15] has been

suggested to be a good candidate for the templated growth of clusters arrays. Recent works

demonstrate that superlattices of metallic clusters of Re, W, Pt, and Ir on such graphene

Moiré can be successfully realized [15–18].

In this letter, we report on the growth of nanometer-sized Ni clusters on graphene Moiré

on Rh(111). Growth and organization of Ni NCs deposited at di!erent temperatures are

investigated by means of scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) at room temperature (RT).

Although Ni NCs deposited at 150K and at low coverage are homogeneously sized and

adsorbed on well-defined sites, no regular arrays exhibiting a long-range order could be

obtained upon increasing the surface coverage. For RT deposition, the formation of flat

triangular-shaped Ni islands is observed.

The experiments were carried out in an ultra-high vacuum system (base pressure

1!10"10 mbar) equipped with an Omicron VT AFM/STM scanning tunneling microscope.

Prior to graphene preparation, the Rh(111) single crystal was cleaned by repeated cycles

of Ar+ sputtering, annealing in oxygen, and subsequent flash annealing to 1400 K. The

cleanliness of the Rh(111) surface was verified via the observation of the surface state by

ultraviolet photoemission spectroscopy (not shown here). An ordered graphene monolayer

on Rh(111) was prepared via cracking of propene C3H6 gas as described elsewhere [11]. Ni

was evaporated from a high-purity piece heated by electron bombardment at a deposition

rate of about 1 Å/min on samples held at 150 K or RT. Electrochemically etched tungsten

(W) tips were flash annealed by electron bombardment in situ and used for STM imaging.

The sign of the bias voltage corresponds to the voltage applied to the sample.
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The quality of the graphene surface over macroscopic distances was checked by low energy

electron di!raction (LEED). A typical LEED pattern of the graphene Moiré on Rh(111)

is given in Fig. 1(a). From LEED images a periodicity of 2.90±0.05 nm of the Moiré

superstructure on Rh(111) was calculated. The high-resolution STM topograph of the Moiré

pattern in Fig. 1(b) clearly reveals a defect free single domain. The distance between the

neighboring white protrusions within the hexagonal lattice was measured to be about 3 nm

supporting the results of the LEED measurements. The lattice mismatch between graphene

and the Rh(111) surface causes a gentle corrugation of the graphene sheet as indicated by

the line profile in Fig. 1(c). Fig. 1(d) displays an atomically-resolved STM topograph of the

graphene surface. The rhombic unit cell of the Moiré pattern is outlined in the STM image

[Fig. 1(d)]. On other metallic close-packed surfaces [10, 13, 14] large bright protrusions and

darker regions in between are interpreted as areas where carbon atoms are positioned at atop

sites and fcc / hcp sites, respectively. Following this notation, we identify the pronounced

light areas (R1) as atop regions and two distinct areas within the Moiré unit cell as hcp

(R2) and fcc (R3) regions. In case of graphene on Ir(111) [16, 19], hcp regions were reported

to act as preferential adsorption sites for metal (Ir, Pt, W and Re) clusters whereas for

graphene on Ru(0001)[17, 18], fcc regions were identified as the preferred locations of Pt

clusters. One can also reasonably expect that either hcp or fcc regions of graphene Moiré

on Rh(111) would act as well-defined energetic sinks for nucleation of clusters. On the

other hand, obtained STM images show a distinctly di!erent atomic structure within the

Moiré unit cell on Rh(111), especially for the R2 region [20], compared with graphene on

Ir(111) [14] and Ru(0001) [12] which makes an a priori determination of the most probable

nucleation centers for Ni cluster impossible.

In order to investigate the possibility to use the graphene Moiré on Rh(111) as a template

for the growth of ordered arrays of magnetic NCs, we deposited Ni at 150 K. Growth at

low temperature was chosen in order to suppress the high mobility of small clusters and

thus to induce an ordered array formation. Fig. 2(a) shows an STM topograph of 0.11

monolayer (ML) of Ni deposited on graphene/Rh(111) at 150 K. Large terraces and steps

of graphene/Rh(111) covered with Ni NCs can be clearly distinguished. Fig. 2(b) shows a

magnified STM topograph of a terrace area with Ni NCs on top of the Moiré superstructure.

The NCs show mostly hemispherical shapes with at least some cluster edges which appear

to be oriented along the in-plane < 11̄0 > direction. The apparent height of the clusters
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FIG. 1: (Color online) (a) A LEED pattern of the graphene/Rh(111) surface taken at an electron

beam energy of 87.5 eV. (b) 35! 35 nm2 STM topograph of graphene Moiré on Rh(111). (c) A

height profile along the line indicated in (b). (d) 10! 10 nm2 atomically-resolved STM topograph

of graphene on Rh(111). The rhombus outlines the supercell of the Moiré superstructure with

di!erent regions marked by R1, R2 and R3. Tunneling parameters: (b) +1 V, 0.5 nA and (d)

+10 mV, 2.5 nA.

was measured to be 0.85 ± 0.1 nm which roughly corresponds to four fcc (111) planes of Ni

(4ML). The clusters are loosely bound to the graphene surface at room temperature and

could easily be swept away by the STM tip during scanning. The diameter distribution of

the clusters is very narrow as shown by the histogram in Fig. 2(d) and the average cluster

diameter (full width at half maximum) is 3.1 nm. The narrow distribution together with the

average cluster diameter of about 3 nm is a clear indication of the geometric confinement

provided by the template. In order to address a possible registry with the Moiré, a grid

corresponding to the Moiré superstructure is superimposed on a smaller scale topograph in

Fig. 2(c). Most of the Ni clusters are located on the regular grid showing a quite high unit cell

occupation probability for the deposited amount. However, the nucleation of NCs obviously

occurs at two di!erent sites, namely the R2 and R3 regions within the Moiré unit cell with

the occupation ratio of about two to one. The randomized occupation can be explained

on one hand by the fact that the deposition temperature of 150K is below the optimum
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FIG. 2: (Color online) STM topographs obtained after Ni deposition at 150K of two di!erent

coverages: 0.11 ML (a), (b), (c) and 0.75 ML (e), (f). The corresponding histograms of clusters

diameter versus the number of clusters are displayed in (d) and (g). The Moiré superstructure in

(c) is outlined by a grid. Numbers in (f) refer to di!erent kinds of NCs (see text). Image sizes

are (a) and (e) 200! 200 nm2; (b) 50! 35 nm2; (c) 50! 15 nm2 and (f) 50! 50 nm2. Tunneling

parameters: (a) +2V, 0.14 nA; (b) +1.02V, 0.13 nA; (c) +0.95V, 1.56 nA; (e) +1.12 V, 2 nA; (f)

+1.29 V, 0.8 nA.

temperature. This leads to an e!ective occupation of both regions within the Moiré unit cell

upon suppressed surface mobility. However, deposition at higher temperatures do not lead

to increased selective occupation and formation of ordered arrays but rather to the formation

of large epitaxial islands. On the other hand, in order to determine the sites of enhanced

reactivity towards binding metal atoms one should take into account the bonding strength

between the graphene layer and the Rh(111) surface. The stronger bonding of the graphene

layer to the metallic substrate was shown to result in local sp2 to sp3 rehybridization of the

C-C bonds leading to the preferential adsorption of metal atoms on top of the graphene

layer [19]. In contrast to graphene on Ir(111) and on Ru(0001), in the present study we
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observe an additional bright feature centered in the R2 region [Fig. 1 (d)] corresponding

to a weakly-bound area which coincides well with the trend where the strength of covalent

bonding decreases in the series Ru-Rh-Ir. The overall structural di!erence between the

fcc and hcp regions is less pronounced which might lead to comparable reactivity for both

regions. Detailed theoretical calculations are necessary to resolve these issues.

Upon increasing Ni coverage no visible order of the cluster arrangement can be realized.

Fig. 2(e) shows the surface morphology after the deposition of 0.75ML of Ni at 150K. In

Fig. 2(f), clusters exhibit a distinctly di!erent size distribution compared with that at lower

coverages. The lateral size of the clusters is more spread as shown by the corresponding

diameter histogram in Fig. 2(g). One can distinguish three kinds of clusters which will be

referred to as type 1,2 and 3 in the following and which are pointed by arrows in Fig. 2(f).

Clusters of type 1 exhibit shape and size similar to those observed at lower coverages, i.e.

typically 3 nm in diameter and 4ML high. Clusters of type 2 are of hexagonal shape and

extend over more than one Moiré unit cell. The majority of clusters of type 2 are 5 ML high

and only a small fraction is 6 ML high. Clusters of type 3 look squeezed between bigger

neighboring clusters. They have a size of about 2.5 nm or less and a height of 3ML. The

absence of an ordered cluster array for Ni at higher coverage is somehow expectable due

to the observed random occupation of two di!erent sites within the Moiré unit cell which

can be attributed to a small di!erence in the depth of the potential energy minima within

a Moiré unit cell being not su"cient to selectively trap adatoms and small clusters on a

unique site.

Ni deposited at room temperature exhibits a completely di!erent growth mode compared

with deposition at 150K. Instead of small compact NCs, Ni forms triangular-shaped islands

with their edges roughly aligned with the close packed < 11̄0 > directions of the Rh(111)

substrate as shown in Fig. 3(a). The existence of large islands nucleated at terraces indicates

that Ni atoms are highly mobile on the graphene surface at room temperature. On the other

hand, it is remarkable that, in spite of the weak bonding strength between Ni and graphene

surface, the Moiré structure imposes registration and orientation on the Ni nanostructures.

The average apparent heigth of the islands is 1.8 nm and the size defined by the length of the

edges is ranging from about 5 nm to about 18 nm. The surface of the islands is rather flat

as shown by the line profile in Fig. 3(a). Two di!erent triangular-shaped island shapes are

observed, which are rotated by 180 # with respect to each other. Islands with one triangle
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FIG. 3: (Color online) (a) 85! 85 nm2 STM topograph of 0.16 ML Ni on graphene/Rh(111) de-

posited at RT. The arrows indicate the close-packed directions of the Rh(111) substrate. The inset

displays the profile along the black line marked in the figure. (b) and (c) show 35! 35 nm2 STM

toporgaphs of a 4#-rotated and unrotated Ni island, respectively. Tunneling parameters: (a), (c)

+0.9 V, 0.88 nA; (b) +1.45 V, 0.25 nA.

tip pointing downwards and those with one triangle tip pointing upwards are represented

with almost equal probability. Two di!erent orientations can be attributed to the initial

nucleation taking place either at a fcc or an hcp site. Although the results obtained at low

temperature suggest a small di!erence in the depth of the potential energy minima within

a Moiré unit cell, at RT the initial occupation of both sites is completely random leading to

the equal probability of the two orientations of triangles at RT.

Interestingly, the long edges of the islands are not always exactly aligned with the high-

symmetry < 11̄0 > directions of Rh(111). Some of the islands are oriented with an angle

of up to ± 10# with respect to these high-symmetry directions. Given the residual uncer-

tainties in scanner calibration we estimate the uncertainty of the angles to be ±1#. The

examples of both island types rotated and unrotated are presented in Fig. 3(b) and (c), re-

spectively. Clockwise-rotated and counterclockwise-rotated islands are found to occur with

equal probability. As only one orientation can have the lowest energy, some kinetic mech-

anism is responsible for the existence of di!erent orientations. For example, the nucleation

event might lead to the orientation selection with the orientational dependence of the energy
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being too small to allow subsequent equilibration.

In conclusion, Ni nanoclusters have been grown on a graphene Moiré on Rh(111) and

studied by STM at room temperature. At a deposition temperature of 150K and low

coverage, the size of Ni nanoclusters is about 3 nm and is monodispersed suggesting the

e"cient geometrical confinement induced by the Moiré structure. Although we found a

trend in the occupation of specific adsorption sites of the graphene Moiré at lower coverages,

no organization of the clusters is observed when increasing coverage. We demonstrated that

room temperature Ni deposition leads to the formation of flat triangular-shaped islands

which are well-matched to the Moiré registry. Since the magnetic anisotropy depends on

shape and size of the cluster, the deposition temperature is the key parameter to play with

in order to control the magnetic properties of the nanoparticles.
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